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UCA 2.0 Client 

This is the UCA 2.0 Client addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window tabs, 
fields, and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields. 

NOTE 
The documentation and/or manuals provided by the servers vendors must be read and 

understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

 

Revision Description Date 
A Release to Production June 2003 
B Note on adding clients March 2006 

C Changed Adding Section January 2007 

D Formatting Update April 2012 

E Formatting Update February 2016 

 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts. Any information about 
aspects of the UCA 2.0 Client operation should be referenced from the vendor 
documentation.  

 

Introduction to UCA 2.0 
 

QEI UCA 2.0 Client implementation follows the GOMSFE 9.1 specification.  The GOMSFE 
9.1 specification implements substation equipment as a set of hierarchical, self-describing 
objects.  The GOMSFE 9.1 model is going to be superseded by IEC-61850.  While this new 
standard has not yet been released, the UCA Client emulation described here does comply 
with many of the new features in IEC-61850.  Any other new changes will also be 
implemented. 

Due to the complexities of UCA, QEI has designed an interface that does not require vast 
knowledge of GOMSFE 9.1 or IED-61850 to setup and configure a UCA device.  However, in 
order to best understand the system integration issues surrounding using UCA in the 
substation environment, familiarity with these standards documents is required.  This 
document makes no attempt to explain GOMSFE 9.1, IEC-61850 or UCA in general.  The 
following is a brief overview. 

In UCA, each accessible data item is named, and located within a specific hierarchical 
structure contained in the device.  In general, these names take the form of: 

<domain>/<brick>$<class>$<data item or structure> 

Specific device data is encapsulated in one or more "domains". 

Data is reported under a single domain; this domain is specified using ConfigWiz (and is 
often the name of the substation in which the RTU is located).  The user is free to choose this 
name as appropriate for the installation; however each RTU on a specific network should 
have a unique domain name. 
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The <brick> field is often referred to as a model.  In the initial development of GOMSFE, it 
was intended that every piece of substation and feeder equipment would be represented by a 
single model.  However, developments in hardware and functionality have made this more 
problematic.  For one thing, distributed processing can often result in one function being 
implemented via a collection of different devices; conversely a single component can perform 
multiple functions within a substation. 

For this reason, GOMSFE was expanded to include a number of functional sub-components, 
called "bricks".  Each brick is an object that encapsulates a specific type of functionality.  
Many of the initial complex models are still supported (such as RTU, ASwC, or Recl bricks).  
These are referred to as "Alternate" models in the GOMSFE examples. 

UCA is a very powerful and flexible protocol, and offers many capabilities not available in 
many other utility industry protocols.  For this reason, it can be very difficult to interface UCA 
devices into existing SCADA systems. 

To alleviate this problem, QEI has created a UCA configuration program that automatically 
creates the appropriate configuration for any UCA device.  The program is called UcaCfg, 
and can be run standalone or from ConfigWiz 

This program performs three main tasks: 

1. Imports a model from the actual remote device. 

2. Edits the model configuration by disabling unwanted points and/or modifying 
how points are handled. 

3. Creates the resultant IED file. 

 

This program greatly simplify that UCA configuration process.  The user does not have to be 
familiar with the detailed inner mechanisms of UCA in order to configure a UCA device. 

The rest of this addendum discusses how to load a UCA2c IED into a ConfigWiz 
configuration, how to use the UcaCfg program, and, the description of the parameters and 
fields in the UCA2c IED as it appears in ConfigWiz. 
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Loading a UCA IED into ConfigWiz 
 

If a UCA2c IED file has already been generated, it can be loaded into ConfigWiz from the 
Add Field Device (IED) window.  Select New Field Device (IED) from the New pull-down 
menu located on the main ConfigWiz window.  Select UCA2c, then select the Add button. 

 

 

The Add UCA IED window is displayed. 

 

 

Select one of the .ied files from the list by either double-clicking on the file, or, by clicking on it 
and selecting the Open button.  The IED will then appear as a Field Device in the main 
ConfigWiz window. 

 

NOTE:  The maximum number of UCA2 clients is 30.  However, the actual number of devices 

that can be configured will depend on the number of points selected in each device. 
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Generating Models with the UCA Config program 
 

To run the UCA Configuration program, select Run UCA Config from the Tools pull-down 
menu located on the main ConfigWiz window.  This runs the UcaCfg program which then 
displays the QEI GOMSFE Model Editor window. 

 

 

Importing Models 

GOMSFE devices tend to be somewhat complex in structure, and can vary greatly between 
device vendors (or even between different devices from the same vendor).  Therefore, the 
first step required is to import the UCA device model from the actual device.  In order to do 
this, your laptop or PC must be connected on the same network as the UCA IED.  If you have 
multiple identical devices in your system, you only need to import the model once. 

To import a model, either click the Import... button at the bottom of the window, or use the 
<File> <Import Model> menu selection.  A pop-up window will appear.  Type in the network 
address of the IED, and click "OK".  UcaCfg will then retrieve the model from the device. 

The network address must be the valid TCP or OSI address for the device.  A TCP address is 
entered in the form "a.b.c.d" (i.e. 192.168.0.33).  An OSI address is entered in the form of a 
series of hex digits (optionally separated by spaces), for example: 49 01 fe 83 22  (or 
4901fe8322).  UcaCfg will detect the type of address entered, and use the appropriate 
communication protocol for the device. 

A series of progress messages will be shown as the device is queried.  Note that for large 
devices, this may take a little time (a minute or more in some cases). However, you should 
see steady progress in this window as the model is being retrieved. 

Once the model has been retrieved, you should see it displayed on both halves of the Model 
Editor window.  This display will be described in more detail later in the addendum. 
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Extended Address Parameters 

UCA was originally designed with the OSI protocol in mind.  However, most devices today 
use TCP as the actual transport protocol to the device.  (UcaCfg and the 6CPP6 will handle 
either protocol).  Because of its OSI heritage, UCA provides addressing capabilities at each 
layer of the OSI stack model. When using TCP, these layers are implemented using the 
RFC1006 specification. 

Many devices simply ignore these extended addressing layers; however others do not.  (QEI) 
devices ignore these addressing parameters, and will respond to any address as long as the 
basic TCP or OSI address is correct for the device).  When configuring devices that need 
these address parameters, they must be specified. 

If your remote device needs these parameters configured, use the <File> <Connection 
Parameters...> menu selection.  This will open up a window, which allows you to enter in the 
required fields.  The window is split into two halves; the left half specifies address parameters 
for your remote device, while the right half specifies parameters to be used for your laptop 
(and by the 6CPP6 when actually connecting to the device). 

A detailed description of these address parameters is beyond the scope of this document; 
however the documentation for your IED should indicate what values need to be entered (if 
any) for each of these parameters. The following fields are available: 

    P Selector: The selector for the Presentation Layer 

    S Selector: The selector for the Session Layer 

    T Selector:  The selector for the Transport Layer 

    AP ID: The Application ID selector 

    AE Qualifier:  The Application Qualifier Address 

    Authentication: (Remote Only):  The Authentication method used, if any 

    Password:  The password needed to access the device. 
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Once entered, these parameters are used when connecting to the remote device.  They are 
also used by the 6CPP6 when the UCA2c Client is actually in operation.  These can be 
modified, if necessary, at a later time using ConfigWiz. 

Saving Models  

After you have read the model file from the device, it is always a good idea to save it before 
making any changes. UcaCfg handles two types of files, model files and IED files; it is 
important that you understand the differences between the two. 

Model files have the suffix ".mdl".  These files can be read by UcaCfg, edited, and then re-
saved.  They contain the complete UCA device description. 

IED files have the suffix ".ied".  These files are suitable for use with ConfigWiz and contain 
only that information needed for the 6CPP6 RTU to communicate with the device and pass 
the data to the Master Station.  Because of this, once created, IED FILES CANNOT BE 
EDITED WITH UCACFG!  For this reason, QEI recommends that you always save the model 
before generating the associated IED file. 

To save the model, select the Save button form the bottom of the Model Editor window.  The 
Save File window is displayed.  Enter a file name and select the Save button. 
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Generating IED Files 

After saving the model, points in model can be modified as discussed further below.  Once 
your model accurately reflects the points you need for your system, you can create an IED 
file from that model.  The IED file is in a format that allows it to be read into ConfigWiz, where 
it is accessible just like any other IED. 

To create an IED file, select the Generate IED … button from the Model Editor window.  This 
will prompt you for a file name.  Select the Save button to save the IED. 

 

 

Generated IEDs can be added to the Configwiz configuration using the procedure described 
in the Loading a UCA2c IED section.   

Alternately, the IED Library window can be used to add generated UCA2c IEDs to the 
Configwiz configuration.  Select IED Library from the Tools pull-down menu located on the 
main ConfigWiz window.  Use the … browse button to change the folder location to \uca.  
IEDs can then be added by dragging them into the Configwiz configuration. 
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Displaying Models with the UCA Config Program 
 

The Model Editor window displays two panes, the "Model View" pane and the "Point List 
View” pane. 

The Model View and Point List View Display Panes 

The Model View pane displays the current model in a hierarchical form.  Sections of the 
model can be expanded or collapsed by clicking on the + or - boxes for a particular item. 

The Point List View pane displays those data items which are accessible to the 6CPP6 RTU 
(and to other servers running in the RTU).  This list is broken down into the five categories of 
points found in general SCADA protocols as well as Initialized values. Note that other 
information associated with these points are also used by the RTU; this list displays the 
discrete "Points" that form the RTU database for this device. 

 

These two panes are displaying the same basic item (the device model itself) from two 
different perspectives.  The Model View pane shows the UCA form of the device; the Point 
List View pane translates this model into a more traditional SCADA point of view. 

 

Tool Tips 

As you move your mouse over data items in either view, "tool tips" will pop up that display 
some identifying information about the item in question.  These messages should make it 
easier to understand elements of some GOMSFE models that you may not be familiar with.  
However, the tool tips cannot be generated automatically; therefore even though a tool-tip 
may indicate that an item is "Unknown" that doesn't necessarily mean that UcaCfg isn't able 
to handle the data item.  Also, because some names are used in multiple contexts, the tool 
tip may be very vague (or even totally inaccurate) about what an item really is. 

The classification and handling of the data items is handled by a totally separate mechanism 
based on our GOMSFE dictionary, and information retrieved from the device itself.  
Therefore, UcaCfg's actual classification of the data objects is what matters, not the tool-tip 
description. 
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Displaying and Hiding Model Elements 

UcaCfg provides some display options which can be used to simplify the display.   These 
options are accessed through the <View> menu, and can be turned on or off. 

 

  The options are: 

 Show Automatic Points - Controls whether or not to display automatic points.  
Automatic points are recognized by UcaCfg, and handled as an intrinsic part of    
their associated data item (rather than separate independent points).  If you 
choose to display these items, they will be shown with a green  check-mark next 
to them. 

 Show Disabled Points - The user can enable or disable points in the device.  
Disabled points are ignored by the UCA client.  This menu item controls   
whether these points are displayed (with black point-type icons) or hidden. 

 Show Unavailable Points - Unavailable points are data items (particularly strings) 
which are    not useable in a traditional SCADA environment.  You may choose to 
display    these items (to see the whole device model) or ignore them (for a 
simpler display).  If these are displayed, they will have a black 'X' icon. 

 Show Tool Tips - Although tool-tips are often helpful in identifying what a 
particular    data item is, this display can be turned off by un-checking this option. 

 

Note that if a structure does not contain any visible items, it will also be hidden, so that the 
model is displayed in the most compact format. 
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Model Icons 

Actual data items (as opposed to structures) in the model are preceded with an icon which 
indicates how they can be handled by the 6CPP6.  These icons are as follows: 

    Red   Co    - Controls 

    Green Sp    - Set Points 

    Green Ai    - Analog Inputs 

    Green PA    - Polled Analog Inputs 

    Red   St    - Status Inputs 

    Red   PS    - Polled Status Inputs 

    Blue  Ac    - Accumulators 

    Green Init  - Initialized Values 

    Check-mark  - Items handled automatically 

    Black X     - Items inaccessible via Legacy Protocols 

    Black Co, Sp, Ai, St, Ac, PA, PS - Items disabled by the user 

 

Basic SCADA Types 

The most useful point types are those which correspond to the traditional SCADA inputs and 
outputs.  These include Controls, Set Points, Status Inputs, Analog Inputs, and Accumulators.  
In addition, two extra types (Polled Status and Polled Analog) are added.  Polled types are 
analog or digital values that COULD be read from the device, but are not capable of being 
reported automatically (since they are not included in a Data Set).  Some devices do not 
support reporting at all, and therefore all analog or status values need to be polled.  Other 
devices may have a few values of interest that you wish to send to the Master-station; these 
can be polled periodically and reported. 

NOTE:  UcaCfg uses standard GOMSFE point names (as defined by the device) to represent 
data values, with one extension.  Multiple-bit bitfields are expanded into single-bit values by 
adding ":<bit-number>" to the end of the point name.  For example, suppose /PBR0$Auxin is 
a 16-bit field.  This would be expanded into 16 separate points (/PBR0$Auxin:0 through 
/PBR0$Auxin:15) so that they can be handled as individual status bits. This is both necessary 
(since most SCADA protocols do not support multiple-bit digital types) and convenient (since 
most often these bitfields contain only a few active bits).  Two-bit binary points are treated as 
a single point, with [01] being the "0" state, and [10] being the "1" state, as defined in the 

GOMSFE specification. 

 

Initialized Types 

When the 6CPP6 RTU connects to a remote UCA device, it usually needs to write some 
initial values to certain points within the device.  For example, if Report-By-Exception is used, 
the RCB parameters (and FCB parameters for accumulators) must be written by the RTU in 
order to enable reporting by the device.  In addition, some values (such as upset thresholds 
for analogs) are useful to initialize, although this is not required.  In general, any writeable 
UCA point can be initialized when first connecting to the device. 

Initializers are covered more fully in the next section of this addendum. 
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Modifying Point Types 

UcaCfg attempts to accurately categorize useable points as one of the basic SCADA data 
types.  However, in some cases UcaCfg cannot accurately make this determination.  The 
user can override the default classification by selecting the particular data element, and 
pressing the <F2> key.  This will open up a window which will allow the type of the point to be 
modified.  Only some selections will be available for each point, depending on the basic 
information provided within the model.  For example, binary and bit-field points cannot be 
treated as analog types, and vice-versa.  Points which are not in a Data Set cannot be 
reported by exception (although they can be read using periodic polling, or initialized at 
startup). 

 

Automatic Items (Blue Check Marks) 

Automatic items are data elements associated with SCADA types that are handled internally 
by UcaCfg and the 6CPP6 software.  These items include things like Time-stamps and 
Quality flags (which are linked to their associated data values), and Select-Before-Operates 
(recognized and associated with their respective control or set point).  You do not need to 
configure or modify these elements directly; they will be used if the corresponding data 
elements are used. 

 

Disabled Items (Black Co, Sp, etc.) 

You can disable any of the points which would otherwise be available as SCADA points.  
There are many reasons you may wish to do this.  For example, point-by-point upset 
thresholds may be available for Analog Inputs; by default UcaCfg will make these deadbands 
accessible through Set Points.  However, you may prefer just setting a global analog 
deadband in ConfigWiz, and not modifying these dynamically.  Another case would be where 
an IED provides information you just aren't interested in. Any of these points can be disabled 
by clicking on them, and hitting the <F5> key.  Hitting the <F5> key again will re-enable them. 

Disabling points is entirely optional, since you could get the same result by either filtering 
these points in the UCA Client, or not mapping them to any server.  However, disabling them 
here will result in smaller configuration tables, and will simplify the work you will need to do in 
ConfigWiz. 

 

Unavailable Items (Black X)  

All UCA devices provide some information which cannot be used in a general SCADA 
environment.  The vast majority of these are text strings (such as point descriptions, device 
names, software revisions, etc).  UcaCfg will show these items as part of the model (if the 
"Display Unavailable" option is selected) but there is no practical method to send these data 
elements to the master-station. 
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Initializers 
 

As mentioned above, Initializers are used to set certain device parameters when the 6CPP6 
RTU first connects to the device.  Many initializers are optional, and can be disabled if you do 
not want to preset them.  Some initializers, however (particularly RCB and FCB elements) are 
required to be initialized in order for the RTU to be able to receive reports from the device. 

Initializing a point does not preclude it from being used as a normal point as well.  For 
example, it is possible to initialize an Analog Upset Threshold, and still provide this threshold 
(as a Set Point) so that it can be modified dynamically by the Master-Station. 

 

Initializer Defaults  

Many initializers fall into common categories.  For example, on most devices, all Analog 
Inputs have an associated deadband value.  It can be quite cumbersome to try to set all of 
these to a particular value.  To make this easier, you do not need to specify a numeric value 
here, but instead can leave the value as "DefDb".  Any points whose initial value is DefDb will 
be written to a single value (specified using ConfigWiz later in the configuration process).  
This makes it easy to change all the Dead Band values with a single entry. 

You can "mix-and-match" these values; for example, you can leave most of the dead-bands 
at DefDb, but set particularly "noisy" points manually to a different value.   UcaCfg will initially 
specify the default value for all applicable points when a model is uploaded from the device. 

The following defaults are provided (all time values are in msec,  as per the GOMSFE 
specification for these points): 

 DefIntegPd - Default value for the IntegPd field of all RCB's  (Controls the     
frequency of spontaneous "All-Data" reports  from the device). 

 DefDb - Default value for all Dead Band ($db) initializers (Controls how much a 
point must change before being reported). 

 DefAccFrzPd - Default period for freezing Accumulators 

 AccFrzRst - Default for whether to reset Accumulators when frozen 

 PollInterval - The time between polls (for polled data only). 
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Command Summary 
This section contains a brief description of the commands available using the Model Editor 
window.  In general, commands are accessed through the menu located at the top of the 
window, or using the buttons located at the bottom. 

File Menu 

    Open - Open a model file for viewing or editing 

    Save - Save the current model file 

    Save As... - Save the current model file, renaming it 

    Close - Close the current model file 

    Import Model - Extract a model from an actual UCA device 

    Generate IED - Create a ConfigWiz-Readable IED file 

    Connection Parameters... - Configure OSI-layer Connection Parameters 

    Directories... - Change working directories for file types 

    Exit - Exit UcaCfg 

 

Edit Menu 

    Point Properties - Modify how a point is handled by the Uca Client 

    Toggle Active - Enable or Disable a point or group of points 

 

View Menu 

    Show Automatic Points - Control display of automatically-handled data elements 

    Show Disabled Points - Control display of user-disabled data elements 

    Show Unavailable Points - Control display of non-SCADA data elements 

    Show Tool Tips - Control display of Tool Tips 

 

Help Menu 

    View Readme - View basic HELP file. 

    About - General UcaCfg Info 

 

Buttons 

    Import... - Same as <File> <Import Model> 

    Open... -  Same as <File> <Open> 

    Save -  Same as <File> <Save> 

    Generate IED... - Same as <File> <Generate IED> 

    Exit - Same as <File> <Exit> 
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Keyboard Commands 

    <F2> - Edit Point Properties 

    <F5> - Toggle Point Enable/Disable 

 

Example UcaCfg Session 
 

This is a "walk-thru" demo of the UCA Configuration Program, briefly demonstrating its 
features and capabilities.  You can complete this demo without any external UCA hardware. 

1.   Start ConfigWiz.  To run this demo, you need ConfigWiz version 1.3.1 or later, with 
Template 1.1.125 or later. 

2.   Start the UcaCfg program.  Select Run UCA Config from the Tools pull-down menu 
located on the main ConfigWiz window. 

3.   Import a Sample Model.  For this demo, we will use an example model that is provided 
with the UcaCfg package.  Select the Import … button at the bottom of the Model Editor 
window.  When prompted for the Device Address, enter "127.0.0.1" and select OK .  This 
will cause an example model to be loaded into UcaCfg. 

 

NOTE:  For this to work properly, your PC MUST be configured for networking. Even though 
we are not actually communicating with an external device, this command uses the network 

layers! 

 

4.   You should see (in quick succession) a series of messages indicating the upload 
progress.  When this finishes, the pop-up window will disappear, and you will see a pair 
of "tree" structures in the two Model Editor window panes. 

5.   Save the model.  Select the Save button at the bottom of the window.  When prompted 
for a file name, enter "Example" and select OK. 

6. Exit the UcaCfg program.  Select the Exit button at the bottom of the window. 

7. Load the generated UCA IED into a ConfigWiz configuration (New->New Field Device 
(IED), select UCA2c, select Add, select Example.ied). 

8. Examine the UCA IED.  Right click on the UCA icon, select Filtering from the menu. The 
IED Point Filtering window is displayed.  Check each point type to examine all of the 
points created by the Model Editor. 
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UCA Client Configuration 

The following is the fields and parameters that describe the UCA Client configuration.  These 
parameters are set automatically when the profile is taken from a UCA device using the UCA 
Config program.  Generally, there is no reason to change these. 

 

Address Tab 

 

 

Field 
Name 

 
Description 

Selectable 
Entries 

Valid 
Entries 

Default 
Values 

DevName Displays the name of the UCA 
Device.  If uploaded from a 
specific device, that name will 
appear, unless changed by the 
user. 

N/A N/A N/A 

IP Addr Displays the UCA device’s IP 
address. 

N/A N/A N/A 

LocalPsel Displays the selector for the 
Presentation layer in OSI for the 
UCA Client in the QEI 
RTU/device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

LocalSsel Displays the selector for the 
Session layer in OSI for the UCA 
Client in the QEI RTU/device.   

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 
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LocalTsel Displays the selector for the 
Transport layer in OSI for the 
UCA Client in the QEI 
RTU/device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

LocalApld Displays the selector for the 
Application ID in OSI for the UCA 
Client. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

LocalAEQual Displays Application Qualifier 
address for the local UCA Client. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

RemotePsel Displays the selector for the 
Presentation layer in OSI for the 
remote UCA device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

RemoteSsel Displays the selector for the 
Session layer in OSI for the 
remote UCA device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

RemoteTsel Displays the selector for the 
Transport layer in OSI for the 
remote UCA device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

RemoteApld Displays the selector for the 
Application ID in OSI for the 
remote UCA device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

RemoteAE 

Qual 

Displays Application Qualifier 
address for the remote UCA 
device. 

N/A OSI 
format 

N/A 

Authent Displays the authentication 
method used if any, of the remote 
device.  This field is for the 
Remote device only. 

N/A N/A N/A 

Password The field displays the password 
need to access the UCA device. 

N/A N/A N/A 
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Defaults Tab 

 

 

Field 
Name 

 
Description 

Selectable 
Entries 

Valid 
Entries 

Default 
Values 

DefIntegPd Displays the time in msec 
between all data reports from the 
UCA device. 

  30000 

DefDb Displays the value for the 
deadband ($db) initializers.  This 
value controls how much an 
analog point must change to be 
reported. 

  192 

DefAccFrzPd In msec, this field displays the 
time between freezing 
accumulator values. 

  300000 

AccFrzRst Using the pull down menu, this 
field determines whether 
accumulators are frozen or not. 

Don’t Reset; 
Reset 

 Don’t 
Reset 

PollInterval This field set the time, in msec, 
between polls.  This applies to 
polled data only. 

  300000 

 

 

Note:  there are no fields under the Standard tab. 


